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	As pilgrim photographers, we see a lot of beautiful locations and meet many people. Meeting some

	people is like finding a precious gem; Rob Sheppard has been that kind of discovery for me.





	Rob is a talented writer, technician and photographer as you will soon discover in this book! He truly

	cares about photographers learning and applying his teaching to real world application. His genuine

	concern for his students is what makes him such a gifted photo educator.





	What you won’t learn from this book is what a terrific person he is. I’ve had the pleasure of working with

	Rob on a number of occasions, and he is always a joy to spend time with in the field and in classroom.





	Take the time to slowly and carefully work through this text and his teaching examples, and you will discover

	exciting information about both Adobe Photoshop Camera Raw and about taking pictures that will

	take you beyond simply understanding software. He will help you to become a better photographer than

	ever before. If you ever have the opportunity to take a class or workshop with Rob, you, too, can get to

	know the man behind the books and images!
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The Oncogenomics Handbook (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2005

	An integrated overview of cancer drug discovery and development from the bench to the clinic, showing with broad strokes and representative examples the drug development process as a network of linked components leading from the discovered target to the ultimate therapeutic product. Following a systems biology approach, the authors explain...
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High Performance Cloud Auditing and ApplicationsSpringer, 2013

	This book mainly focuses on cloud security and high performance computing for cloud auditing. The book discusses emerging challenges and techniques developed for high performance semantic cloud auditing, and presents the state of the art in cloud auditing, computing and security techniques with focus on technical aspects and feasibility of...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to the Science of EverythingAlpha, 2008
Did you ever wonder how somebody ever figured out all the details of making a cellphone system work? What about those giant MRI machines that can take a picture of your insides without a single incision? Then there is the universe. We think we know at least something about how it started billions of years ago and where it’s going billions of...
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Network VirtualizationCisco Press, 2006
Share network resources and reduce costs while providing secure network services to diverse user communities

	
    Presents the business drivers for network virtualization and the major challenges facing network designers today

    
	
    Shows how to use...
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Android Best PracticesApress, 2013

	Android Best Practices by Godfrey Nolan shows you how to make your Android apps stand out from the crowd with great reviews. Why settle for just making any Android app? Build a brilliant Android app instead that lets your users praise it for ease of use, better performance, and more.

	

	Using a series of example apps...
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Data Mining for Social Network Data (Annals of Information Systems)Springer, 2010

	
		Driven by counter-terrorism efforts, marketing analysis, and the explosion in on-line social networking, data mining has moved to the top of the agenda in information science. This book presents a broad range of recent studies in social networking analysis.
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